Disc Jockey - A smart alecky-y type of person. Has done this a million times but will plaster on
a fake smile and plow through it all one more time.
Harold Montague- Father of the Bride. Wealthy, well educated man. CEO and or president of a
local Major Corporation the he built from scratch. Demeanor is "easy going" and will always try
to make the best of a bad situation. Passive up to a point. Perhaps Passive/Aggressive. Ward
Clever with an edge.
Mildred Montague- Wife of Harold. Mother of the Bride. Spoiled and slightly callous by living
in the lap of luxury. Opinionated with a sharp tongue . Where ever she may be she would always
prefer to be someplace else. Is more at home, being 'at home' with a dry martini and a herd of
poodles. Imagine Joan Crawford playing Mrs. Howell on Gilligan's island.
Shelia- Mother of Groom. Former lower working class family from a small town named Pilot
Knob. Not too bright but not too dumb. Husband won a fortune in the lottery and then passed
away shortly thereafter. Now thrust into the world of the Rich and Famous, she has maintained
her small town sensibilities. Sort of the modern day "Molly Brown". Would prefer a beer over
wine at a dinner party. Went back to her maiden name "Coquette" after her husband died.
Edward Crock- Groom. Basic good ol' boy with money. His innocence may make him a bit
ignorant, but he is likeable. Had planned to drop out of school at 16 and get a job at auto factory
or construction company somewhere, but the sudden wealth and the insistence of his mother kept
him in the best private schools around. Most likely was the butt of jokes and nicknamed "Jethro"
by his classmates.
Brenda Anne Marie- Bride. Is very much her mother's daughter and daddy's little princess. Was
married 3 times before and got 'bored' each time.
Benny Tutwalder- Best Man. Eddie's one and only friend from High School. Benny got through
school by being a star quarterback, not because of any academic achievement. Only did one book
report in all 4 years of school and that was on "Oh the Places You Will Go" by Dr. Seuss.
Bunny Kelly- Maid of Honor. Chosen by Brenda to be her Maid only because her name went
well with "Benny." Bunny is a nice girl who pretty much keeps to herself. Reads a lot and stays
at home. Would be an attractive girl if she got rid of the out of date "cat eye frame' glasses.
Mary Burger- Society Columnist for a local paper. She can be shrewd and cunning to get to the
bottom of any story. Not too concerned if all the facts of her story check out. Can be easily
confused and side tracked.
Parker- Former Police Detective with a degree in Public relations. Was hired from the Police
Department by Montague's Corporation. Now works in "Damage Control" for Harold. Has the
ability to "spin" and bad event into a "not so bad" event.

Mr. Throckmorton- A guest at the reception who perishes on the dance floor.
Various Strangers- (2) People who mistake this reception for another reception.
Significant Stranger - Woman who wanders in and out. Seems out of place.

